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‘CREATIVE

MATHEMATICS’
:

- REAL OR RHETORIC?

Peter Huckstep and Tim Rowland
Homerton College, University of Cambridge
/tl th i.vpaper, Jvc c.xanli]lc notioncv of‘creative’ that might appiy to mathematics anal to
math ef}~atical actii’itj. Ch{r motil’atio!l to do so has been our discussion of the meanings
(!f‘crw~tit~e‘ JIhich .seem to be applied or implied in Upitis, PA illips and Higginson
(1 99?). ol(r gcHLIra[ aj>pro[i<h is philo.~ophicalj dra~i’ing o~l litef-ah~rc which considers
creati~ ‘it) i}l th C’(IYt.s, i)l mathematics an{i i~z ed~{cational scttitzg,v, WC question the
tc}llie[lc;~-of ‘Tonl(’pmmotcr~ of mathevlc[tir.v to .justl~ matllema~ics h) annexing it to the
url.~, a~ld e.xa})]i}~k’Ji ‘he f)lcr d[@creill
ki~ld.sofc~iteria for crcotivio: apply to math cwmtics.
the point of learning mathematics? It is not uncommon for people to say that
mathematics is difficult, and that much of what they learnt at school has not been of
much ~(,~cto them. \\re might reply that mathematics is not supposed to be simply usef~ll
(if at all), Mathematics, we commonly say, is a subject that at the very least is a source
of,fii,~ci}z(~fi(~}l.Sometimes wc go fhrther and say that it provides aesthetic experience, It
is not exceptions] either to find claims that mathematics is e~en a .fne art alongside
paintings, sculpture, literature and music.
What’s

Yet, surely, mathematics oL[ght to be able to stand up for itself. This
but that its rationale shou]d
is above the need for justification,
resemblance to other areas of the curriculum. since this unnecessarily
solves. the problem, one persistent notion which has been used to
mathen3atics uncomfortably close together is creatil’itp.

is not to say that it
not depend upon
shifts, rather than
bring the arts and

‘~~~:~fj\7~.is

an example of what philosophers ha~’e called ‘hooray ’ words whose
meanings
are typically
ii33precisc, yet all are heavily va]ue-loaded.
They have
considerable rl]~’t(~l.i((il force in assertions: to suggest that an educational policy or a
subject promote.s “cl”cativity ’ or is ‘creative’ iS usua]ly sufficient to commend it.
During the 1960s and 1970s, philosophers of education made several attempts to analyst
the concept bcrcative’. and several chapters and articles on the topic of creativity
appeared in the literature of the theory of education (Deardcn, 1968; Elliott, 1971;
W’hitc+ 1972; Wilson. 1977). Favoured aims in education ebb and tlow in their
promincmce, yet the attraction of ‘creativity’ in education has by no means vanished. The
recent proposals for Clirriclilum ‘)jI()() . the revisioll of the school mathematics
cut-riculunl in England and \~Tales - include the following passage:
As a subject in its 0W13right, mathematics presents frequent opportunities for creatil~itj’l
and can stimu]atc moments ofpleasurc and wonder when a problem is solved for the first
time, or a more elegant solution to a problem is discovered, or when hidden connections
suddenly bccomc manifest.’ (p. 36 our emphasis)
‘llthough

crcati~ity

arguably

has its home in the fine arts, amongst

those

analyses
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referred to earlier, at least one writer has explicitly linked creativity and mathematics.
Dearden, for example, in his classic The Phi[osop/IJ of PrimaI:v Educoticm wrote:
Creative work is both plausible and extremely valuable in mathematics ...vvhemver new
theories can be put forward, new proofs advanced, fresh hypotheses formulated or old
know]edgc reviewed, there is room for creative work. (pp. 146-7)
Nevertheless, Dear-den’s main analysis is in terms of creativity within the arts. Does this
then mean that creativity in mathematics
is a special kind of creativity, or that
mathematics may be conceived as an art form’? Dearden does not tackle this question. He
does however make cct-tain distinctions, suggesting that there is a sense in which
creativity is synonymous with ‘crude se]f expression’; another sense in which it means
‘original’; yet another whet-c ‘creative’ is an abbre~’iation for ‘aesthetic creativity’.
Underlying Dearchm’s first case (creativity as crude self-expression) is the view that the
emotions are somehoti’ ‘corked up’. and creativity is the process of releasing tension
caLIscd by this suppression. This can take on a variety of forms, such as fm.hioning a
bcauti f’LLl
g,arden or m~gagirlg in the arts. The more symbolic expression of grief within
the rituals of funerals in farious cultures also captures this sense of creativity. But even
if mathematics \vcr-e on occasions a vehicle for sLIch a release, it is less than self-evident
that this is onc of those aspects in which it has a clisfz’ncti~’econtribution to make to the
curriculum, as the rationale from Cuwiculum 2MX?(cited above) seems to claims.
Mathematics educators ha~c certainly come to
when these bear- the marks of inventiveness,2
cncountcr Deat-dcn’s notion of creative as
method of calculation is often prized because
lx the most the efficient method possible.

value pupils’ own methods of ea/cu/atz’ort
and it is at this point that we begin to
‘originality’. Thus, a pupil’s ‘invented’
of its originality, even though it may not

But thcst t!vo senses are, for Dearden, contrasted with the notion of ‘aesthetic creativity’
ivhich hc argues ncxd not bc ‘pleasurable self-feeling nor necessarily origins]’. His point
hct-c is that \\hat counts as aesthetic ‘can be determined only by reference to the aesthetic
to a given form,
it can only be judged within the criteria appropriate
Ol?jcct prodL1ccd’,
and that such a judgement is to a lar~e extent determined by authorities and ‘critics’
Jvhose arbitration on SLICII matters is based on extensive know]cdge of art.3
\lot\v ithstandi ng Dcardcn’s remarks about the place of creativity within }?~athc}~~(~tic.~,
wc
need to take scrioLlsly the point made above that creativity has traditionally had its home
in the [iv~.~.!ZIliott ( 1‘)? 1) has argued that ‘the myth of divine creation’ runs deep in our
traditional idea of ‘creative’ and for this reason it is the artist - onc who literally makes
something - %vIIo is truly creative. “I”hLIs. Elliott and Dearden are in agreemcmt that
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originality and creativity are conceptLlally linked. Elliott goes on to argue that notions
of creati~’ity which Iie oLltside the arts constitute a new concept of creativity, one that is
concerned ~vitb imaginative thinking - the discovery of novel solutions and problem solving rather that the ‘making’ of something. This is a usefLll distinction provided we
are clear aboLlt what ;vil] count as novel or original; this issLle wil] be discL~ssed later.
A rather different issLlc, 11 OWCVCI-,
arises if we try to assimilate mathematics to the fine
arts by sL~pposing that the same version of ‘creative’ applies to both. Mathematicians and
writers on mathematics have from time to time tried to argue that mathematics shares
common features with painting, sculpture, literature (in particular poetry) or music. One
of the supposed links bet~veen the artist and mathematician which is often made is via
the notion of creativity. A detailed anthology of such claims can be found in Moritz
( 1914). For example:
1 like to look at mathematics almost more as an art than as a science; for the activity of
the mathematician, constantly c~”eati}~gas he is, guided though not controlled by the
external world of the senses, bears a resemblance, not fanciftll I believe but real, to the
activity of an artist, of a painter let us say. (Bother in Moritz, 1914, p. 182, our emphasis)
This is certainly true of certain exceptional scientists who have: “... quite radically restrLlctLlred our !Vorld. which is the world as we conceive - and even perceive - it.”
(Elliott, 1971, p. 144) The same seems to be true of some mathematicians.
Surely a~l good mathematicians mLlst display iw~gina~ion. But to invoke the imagination
is perfectly apt in mathematical contexts. Indeed, the concept of imagination is part of
what Elliott refers to as the ‘ne\v’ concept of creative, onc which does not entail the
making of something, bL~t depends upon the producing of novel ideas and problemsol~ing. On the other hand this new concept does not sit !vel] with art. He writes:
T/ICI(!atIgei”i.v [Ilat l?} ~is.vi]~!ilati!lgart to scie}lce, JW shali mi.rco]lstt-l[e the nature of urt
. . . If what coLlnts as a problem has no reference to what the artist experienced as a
problem, any and every clement in the work can be regarded as a solLltion of a problem
. . . this may ]cad LIS to ana]ysc artistic creation in a manner which distorts oLw
Llndcrstanding of it. (E]liott, 1971, p. 148, our emphasis)
The concept of ct-eati~ity only provides a link between the mathematician and artist if
understand creati~ity in certain special ways. The version of the concept ‘creative’,
LISLIally
applied to artists, applies only to a few outstanding mathematicians.
In
Iran sibrmcd i’crsion, \vhcre this int’ol~’es providing novel solutions to problems,
appl ies to all mathematicians
but not necessarily to a]] artists. The two versions of
concept
arguably
accmlt Llate, rather than remove,
the difference
between
mathematician and artist.
WH() OR WHAT

we
as
its
it
the
the

[S CREATIVE?

creati}’ity i~~ mathematics
from creativity in the teaching of
We must distinguish
mathematics. ~’t>t~iitllst~~nding the title - Creati]w Ma~/zema~ic~ - of Upitis, Phillips and
H igginson ( 1997), part of vhat is revealed in the book is good tecichir?g -- the use of
certain enterprising
resources and the making of some illuminating
links within
mathematics, W’e concede that the rhetorics] force of ‘creative’ is relatively harmless
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her-e. IIowever, a different plunge is taken when we discuss mathematics by analogy
with, say. music. I-Jpitis, for example, draws strong parallels between the stages of
learning mathematics and those of music. Just as pupils compose tunes and then attempt
to notate these, shc suggests that the pupils at work in mathematics are doing the same
thing. For example, a pupil makes a tessellating design from tiles and then proceeds to
invent ~Lw’ay of recording it. Clearly, the pupils taught and observed do invent
particularly interesting and effective symbolic representation
of their patterns, from
~vbich others could reco~er the pattern made (pp. 42-4?I). Moreover, these pupils, as a
result, also no doubt appreciate the power of symbols of the kind used in mathematics in
a similar Jvay to those pLipils who invented their own ‘numerals’ for Martin Hughes’
‘tins game’ (I]tlghes, ] 986, pp. 64-’72). Inventing notation does not exhaust what we
~vant to mean by crcati~’e m~Lthematics. Yet it surely entails cr-cati~re tw~chi~?g, because it
leads to a certain kind of illumination on behalf of the pupils.
The parallels between music nmking and mathematical
activity are not sufficiently
con~ineing and break dotvn under analysis. The work of marry fine musicians consists of
improvisation which is not designed to be written down. It is communicated
in the
performance. ]t is fleeting and often has its va]Lle in this respect since it is a form pLJr
e.vce//cIIce of scl-f-expression.
Another

linking of mathematics

\lith the arts is to be found in the familiar view that:

As edLlcators, ~vc woLi]d ]ike children to learn about spelling and rules of grammar by
bccotnin~ writers; \ve would like children to learn about music theory and performance
by being composers; wc w’ou]d Iikc children to learn about arithmetic and concepts of
mathematics by bwoming n~athcmaticians - m~[keIx of mathematics. (Upitis et al., 1997,
p. S(), oLlremphasis)
I;ut to sL~ggest that chi]drcn are ‘making’~ mathematics is to invoke creativity in Elliott’s
tradition]
sense, and is thus a radical claim. Pupils can, of cx)LIrse, make patterns from
concrete objects, but the question is Lvhethcr they are thel”eby making mathematics even
if they symbolise sLlch patlerns.
f)atlcrn is ccntra\ to mathematics. Indeed, for some t~l;itlle[llzltici:~[ls, the su[?,jcct simp]y k
and study of a]] possible patterns’ (Sawyer, 1955, p. 12). But does the
‘the c]ass]ficat]on
mathematician somchof! ‘\\ork out’ pattern just as aesthcticians claim that artists do? To
ans~!rcr this, \\rc need to distinguish between ‘working out’ in the sense of orj<qj}la/i~z<~
a
patkxn
f’rom scratch, as it were, and ‘~vorking out’ in the sense of discovering a pattern
amongst chaos. or perhaps identifying and describing an already existing pattern. In
(’r(i~~i~~’,tl(~i~~cl~l(~ii(s.1ligginson endorses this distinction when he remarks that:
IIuman beings arc ~~atte~-]~-.sec/{i//g
and pzlttcr]~-(1-e~iti~~g
crcaturcs. Tcssel Iat ions and tiling
patterns have a long and a culturally rich history. They can bc seen as ]i,~l~alpoet[}.
(p. Y), OLII- crnplmis).
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BLlt can tessellations helpfillly be assimilated to poetry in this way? Or is this mere
rhetoric? Whilst it \voLlld be qLlite reasonable to suppose that a poet or a painter, sculptor
and composer works oLlt a pattern from scratch, it is far from obvious that a
mathematician does so. Yet the mathematician G. H. Hardy has written that:
A ~~lathe~~l:~tici:iil,like a painter or a poet, is a I?zmlcr of patterns.
permanent

t}mn

theirs,

it is because

If his patterns are more
they arc made with ideas (Hardy, 1967, pp. 84-85,

our emphasis)
L\[c have conceded that .Toi/zcdistinguished mathematicians may create - in the sense of
‘make’- mathematics and also that mathematics might be regarded as the ‘classification’
and ‘st Lldy’ of pattern. But Hardy asserts that a mathematician does indeed make such
patterns, the chief criterion for the success of which is beauty. Fully-fledged
n~:itllei~~~iticiarlsdo constrLlct axiomatic systems, bLlt this does not imply that they can
claim to have thereby constrLlcted either the theory or the patterns which may be
dedLlced from those systems. Karl Popper ( 1972) has written that:
The series of natural

numbers ~~hich wc construct creates prime numbers - which
[/i,scoI’cI”- and these in tLIrn create prob]cms of which we never dreamt. (p ] S8).

we

The scqLience of prime numbers certainly presents a plethora of complex problems, and
it may .SW)}Zas thoLigh both the primes aftd the problems have been thereby created
rather than discovered. The same may be said of pattern. Even if we admit that
mathematics is created - or perhaps more neutrally that it is constructed - there is no
need to suppose that the particular patterns which are later discovered are those which
;~l:~thcr~~:~tici:iilshad c~er dreamt of. 5
It may be too narmtv a \ ie~v to sLlggest that it is only professional mathematicians
who
can make mathematics.
Perhaps the pupil seldom produces mathematics
which is
original 10 tht {~ider mathematics con3mLlnity, but might they not nevertheless prodL~ce
patterns or co~l~ectL~rcsthat are ‘original to them’? This issue is sLlpported by Higginson
when he reflects Llpon a ‘paper lewels” project. He \vrites:
Both ideas \\cic original in that neither Rena nor Dou,g had cxpcrienccd their ideas
before. But neither original idea \vas LlniqLlc,Other people make paper jewcllery, and did
ixfbrc Rena began crafting }Icr own. Other people have tessellated quadrilaterals as well,
long before DoLIgdiscovered his pattern. Original ideas - or non-derivative ideas - can be
powcrfu] c~en if not unique. (lJpitis et al., 19971 p. 91)
‘[”his point [ias raised by M’bite ( 1972) who considers the case of a boy who discovers
his ol~n rLIle fro]n some given data rather than being gi~e~l the rL[le by teacher. White’s
strongmt ar~Llnlcnt is Ietcllcd against those tvho sLlggcst that such ‘original’ response,
on behalf of the pLipil, arc valLlable becaLlse the processes involved are comparable with

lllcm
[m.

COI.IIC1
cllim

l’oincar~
clairmd

to

have

litc[-ally

(hat matknlatical
clrcarnt

LIP

his
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In the case of the boy, his teacher

has structured

the situation

in such a way, by e.g.

providing clues to ,gLlidc the child close to the desired goal, that the child takes it for
granted that there is a rule to be discovered, that the teacher knows w-hat it is, and that by
follo~ving the tcachcr’s direction he can come to find out what it is as well. None of these

conditions hold for the creative
discovery

mathematician,
in the same \vay as the child. (p 137)

wbo therefore

could not have made his

CONCLUS1ON
to
Creativity is not exclLlsive to the fine arts. It also has some clear applications
mathematics.
science and perhaps elsewhere (perhaps everywhere)
in education.
Ho\vevM. different notions of ‘creative’ exist. To see mathematics
as embodying
irn,iginativc think in:. anti problem-solving
is to see one apt version of ‘creative’ at work
in our discipline. one \vhich is clearly well worth striving for. However, to attempt to
apply the vw-sion rnorc characteristic or the arts ---to say that mathematics is a kind of
f}taki~l,y - where the scope of ‘making’ extends beyond an extra-mathematical
artefact - is
misleading and is thus mer-c rhetoric. Between these extremes, however, lies a grey area.
we may want to call more commonplace
Beyond the cases of problem-solving,
r-esponsm ‘cr-cati!’c>. .simply bcc.mse they make their first public appearance throL@ the
deliberations of- each pupil (or per-haps becaLlse they are the of oL1tcome of creative
[eachi~~g). On the ~ralidity of this particLllar application of ‘creative’ one may feel
somewhat tor-n. Is it mere rhetoric to apply the hooray word ‘creativity’ in sLIch contexts,
or is there something real here w%ich we do want to Lipho]d in the name of ‘creative’?
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